
Hands out on Oscillatorc,
A- Barkhausen criterion for oscillations:

o An oscillator can be defined as a static electronic device that produces sinusoidal oscillations of desired

frequency.

+ An oscillator tircuit contaans three basic units as shown in the block diagram :

OUTPUT.

1- A Frequency determining network usually known as tank or oscillatory circuit

2- An electronic amplifier to boost oscillations

3- A network to provide positive feedback

+ As we know that gain of an amplifier in positive feedback is given as:

N,= Nl (1_pA,)

O lf by suitable means, value of p A, is selected as 1 means when g A,=1, then denominator in above
equation becomes zero.

+ which means in the condition when p A, =1, Output of such an amplifier is infinite & the feedback used is
positive feedback.

+ ln guch situation, output fed through feedback network will be the input to this amplifier & in such
condition when there is output without externar input, oscillations wifl be there.

O This Condition of Oscillation when P A, =1, is known as Barkhausen criterion for oscillations.
+ Fulfilment of Barkhausen criterion demands that the input signal & the feedback signal should be in
phase' The amplifier used provides 1800 phase shift for input signal & additional 18oo phase shift is obtained
by using any simple phase shiftinB network.

?

B- Tank Circuits

o For producing sinusoidal oscillations, an oscillator uses a circuit that is commonly known as tank circuit. A
tank circuit is in fact a suitable combination of capacitance & inductance as shown in the diagranr .

+ Here energy taken from a source and given to capacitor keeps oscillating
between I d C. fne oscillations between L and C are referred
as LC oscillatiorls.

+ When AC voltage is applied to the capacitor, it will first charge and then
will discharge,again will charge and discharge and this process will keep on
continuing.

OWhen the capacitor is fully charged it will start discharging and the charge
is transferred to the inductor which is connected to the capacitlor.
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*-OBecause of change in the current there will be change in the magnetic flux ofthe indudtor in the
circuit.

OAs a result there will be an emf induced in the inductor.

OThe EMF is given by e = - L (dlldt). The self-induced emf willtry to oppose the growth of the ctlrntnt.

:#:;"j*;1il1::,::I-", 
t"s compretery discharged all the enersy stored in the capqci:or will

OThe capacitor.will become fully discharged whereas inductor will be storing all the energy.

+As a result now the inductor will start charging the capacitor. The energy stored in the capFcitor will
sta rt again increasing 

1

OAs a result of this cycle, sustained oscillations will be generated.

C- Use of positive feedback :

OAs per Barkhausen criterion ,the feedback in the amplifier section of an oscillator must be positive
feedback.

O This is the condition where a fraction of the amplifier's output signal is fed back to the input in s;uch a way
that both are in the same phase. As a result the feedback output and input signals ara added & thi:; increases
amplitude of input signal. Here, it is to make sure that the positive feedback loop used must providelg0"
phase change in such a way that it is added with 180" phaie shift of amplifier to make it complete y in phase
with input signal. :

+The kind of arrangement leads to higher gain with increased noise and distortion of amplifiet. l-lowever, if
the amount of po!itive feedback is large enough, the result is oscillation.

+ when an amplifier is operated without feedback it is operating in ,,open loop,' mode while with
feedback, either positive or negative, it is in ',closed loop', mode.

+ ln ordinary amplifiers negative feedback is used to provide advantages in bandwidth, distortion and noise
generation, and in these circuits the closed loop gain of the amplifier is much less than the open loop gain.
+ However with positive feedback , such amplifier have closed loop gain greater than the openloop gain.

oAdditional effects of positive feedback are reduced bandwidth and increased distortion. But r€duction in
bandwidth does not matter in an oscillator which is generally used to produce single frequenry sipe wave at
a time. lncreased distortion may not be a major issue in some sine wave oscillator designs, wheie t does not
affect the shapb of the output wave.

+ln oscillators, it is significant to keep amplitude of the oscillator stable. To achieve this, the closed loop
gain must be 1 (unity).

D- Classification of oscillators:
+Basically all oscillators work on the same principle, however on the basis of feedback to supply losses to
the oscillatory circuit ,the following is the type of oscillators:

1- Tuned collector Oscillator,
2-Hartley Oscillator,
3- Colpits Oscillator,
4- Phase shift Oscillator,
5- wien's bridge Oscillator,
6- Crystal oscillator.
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O This oscillator circuit has an oscillatory circuit LrCr in the collector as shown above. The frequency of
oscillations depends on the value of Lr & Cr and is given by the expression:

'= zzr -E-r-, r,
g Thus suitably selecting values of Lr & Cr, oscillations of any desired frequency can be obtained.
Q The coil L2 in the base circuit is magnetically coupled to Ll & in fact Lr & Lz form the primary 8. secondary
of a transformer.
o Rl, R2, RE & CE are the components that provide biasing & necessary stabilisation to the circui:. capacitor
C2 provides a low reactance path to oscillations.

2-Hartley Oscillator:
o Due to easy adaptability to wide range of frequencies, this is the most popular oscillator ,:ircuit. The
oscilldtor is commonly used in radio receivers.
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+ Working principle of Hartley oscillator is similar to tuned collector Oscillator except the diTerence in
circuit configuration as shown above.
+The circuit of Hartley oscillator has two coils Lr & Lz wound on the same core to provide effect of mutual
induction. A capacitor G is connected acrbss the combination of Ll & L, to form L-C circuit. Resistor R1 , R4
connected between collector & base oftransistor provide necessary biasing.
+ capacitor Ci blocks the dc component in input fed from output. The frequency of oscillations is
determined by Lr , Lz & G.

Et1
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1- Tirned collector Oscillator :

A Called as because the circuit of this osclllator contains a tuned circuit in the collector of the transistor as

shown in the diagram.
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r3- COIP|TT'S OSCTTLATOR :

+ Very similar. to Hartley oscillator. The only difference is that in case of Colpitt's Oscillator coupling is
capacitive instead of inductive as in case of Hartley Oscillator.
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O Here the tank circuit consists of an inductive coil Lr in parallel with two capacitors Cr & Cz Connected in

series as shown in above diagram.
+Combination of resistor Rr & Rr along with R2, RE & CE between collector & base provide the necessary

biasing.
e Capacitor Ci blocks dc component that may creep into input from feedback circuit. The frequency of
oscillations is gilen as:

f= 2n J Lar
Nhcr.-4 C, c-t

C1+4
4. RC PHASE SHIFT OSCILLATOR :
+ Also known as phase shift oscillator & uses an RC netlvork to obtain additional 1800 phase shift as

required for fulfilling Barkhausen Criterion for sustained oscillations. This oscillator is different from Hartley

or Colpitt's oscillator as it does not use transformer action with an LC network as shown in the diagram:

Rc
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6oo 1200 180o
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o The collector is connected to base of transistor through phase shift networ

identical sections of R & c with each section providing phase shift of 600.

+ The frequency of oscillations is given as :

f=

i that consists of three

o1
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+ Advantages of Phase shift Oscillator:
1- Less Bulky & Low Cost as it involves Combination of R & C instead of transformer.

2- Output obtained is pure & sinusoidal as core saturation effect is missing as no transformer is us,,'d.

+ Disadvantages :

1- Low feedback makes the circuit difficult to start oscillations. This is because bf R & C whic:h has high

reactance in comparison to inductance.
2- The Output is low as amount of feedback l$ low.
3- Requires high voltage battery for V in comparison to Hartley or Colpitt's Oscillator circuit.

5- WEIN BRIDGE OSCII.LATOR
0 Standard oscillator circuit to be used over frequency range of 10Hz to 1MHz. Used ext(:nsively as

audio oscillator as output of this oscillator circuit is free from circuit fluctuations [i ambient
temperature.
Oln this type of oscillator circuit, phase shift is produced using two transistors as shown in the diagram.
Each of the transistor produces a phase shift of 1800 & thus a phase shift of 3500 ls achier,'ed by two
transistors.

!
+The circuit used is essentially a two stage amplifier with R-C bridge circuit. Tha bridge circLit has four
arms each containing components - R1 & Cr in series, Rz & Cz in parallel, Rg & Rq.

d Transistor Qr with its biasing network serves as an oscillator and amplifier where as transisl:or Q2 with
its bigsing network is used for phase reversal.
O The frequency of oscillations is determined by series components Rr Cr & parallel compot.tent R2 C,
of the bridge network & is given by the following expression:

I

f= zA 8c-
OAdvantages of Wien bridge Oscillator:
1-Working is easy & simple.
2- Output is constant .

3- Excellent Stability
4- High Overall gain due to use of two transistors
5- Easy Adjustment offrequency as it needsvariation of capacitors C1 & Cr.
+Disadvantages:
1-Sinte no. of components involved is high, it is costlier.
2- Not suitable for generation of high frequency.
OLimitations of RC & LC Oscillators:
+Oscillators uslng either RC or LC network cannot be used for generating a highly stable frequency
because in these oscillato.s frequency of oscillations depends on values of these compon€:nts. Since
value of such components is subject to thange with variation in temperature, it may be difficult to get a
perfectly constant output at certain temperature.
O Tlierefore where perfectly constant frequency is required another type of oscillator is used which
uses rrystals.
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6- CRYSTATOSCILLATOR:
O The limitations of RL or RC oscillators can be overcome by replacing these oscillators with crystal
oscillator.
+ ln a crystal oscillator RL or RC tank circuit is substituted by a suitable crystal to provide a cr)mparative
constant frequency irrespective of change in temperature etc.
O One of such crystal is piezoelectric crystal which functions on the principle of piezoelectric effe(t.
Q When an ac voltage is applied across a crystal, it starts vibrating at frequency of supply voltage. this effect
is known as "piezoelectric effect " & the crystals that exhibits this effect are known as PIEZOELECTRIC

CRYSTALS.

OThough Rochelle Salt, Quartz & Tourmaline are the piezoelectric materials which can be used e s crystals ,
yet Quartz is the most suitable one due to its low cost, high mechanical strength & great piezoelectric effect.
+ The natural shape of Quartz crystal is hexagonal but it can be cut in different ways(like perpenrlicular to x
axis or perpendicular to y axis) . The piezoelectric properties of a crystal mainly depends upon its crt.

t= K/t
where K= is a constant that depends on dimension, cut & mounting of crystal & t is thickness of crlstal
dSince value of K is almost constant for a particular crystal, therefore frequency of crystal mainly depends
upon the thickness.

4TRANSISTOR CRYSTAT OSCILTATOR :

4Used when constant high frequency is required.
+Basic circuit arrangement for a crystal transistor oscillator is shown in the diagram .

q ql,

4

+ A tank circuit LrG is connected in the collector of transistor & the crystal is placed in the base circuit
through a feedback coil L2 where The coil L2 ls inductively coupled to coil Lr.

O The natural freQuencf of Ll-C1 circuit is made approximately equal to natural frequency of crystal.
+ Another coil Lis inductively coupled to Lr to obtain output.

OAdvantages of Transistor Crystal Oscillator:

1- High order of frequency stability is obtained
2- Due to high Quality facto(Q) of crystal, energy loss is low.

ODisadvantages of Transistor Crystal Oscillator:
L- There is no option for variation in oscillation frequency.

q

Q."
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